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Launchpad user survey June 2010 

What do you dislike about Launchpad?

 
Response 

Count

  494

  answered question 494

  skipped question 101

Response Text

1 It definitely lacks a wiki system. Jun 23, 2010 9:51 AM

2 Lack of love for some areas such as answers and blueprints. Jun 23, 2010 9:57 AM

3 Nothing stands out yet Jun 23, 2010 9:58 AM

4 Blueprints are not very convenient to manage. Therefore, I mostly use wishlist
reports instead. I know this is not the same goal, and that it should be
avoided, but blueprints really need some additional features, such as a search
dialog, a global subscription system, an easy and straightforward method to
mark it invalid...

Jun 23, 2010 10:03 AM

5 Confusion when navigating between different releases or branches of projects
and their different bug tracking or translation pages.  Sometimes it really isn't
clear that you're looking at a series-specific bug report, which bugs only
pertain to that, whether bugs on the main project apply to the series, where
you should submit them etc.  The overall hierarchy of navigation is lacking.

Jun 23, 2010 10:09 AM

6 I may have missed it, but it would be good to be able to have a PPA for my
project, instead of having to use my own PPA - and yes, I know the first 'P'
stands for 'Personal'.  Or at least be able to link to the released package in my
PPA from the project page.  Just generally tighter integration between the
project side and the PPA side.

Jun 23, 2010 10:16 AM

7 Unable to convert bugs to blueprints directly. Jun 23, 2010 10:33 AM

8 It can be very difficult to find "things" Jun 23, 2010 10:49 AM

9 It is not that easy to fully create a profile, with a project, the linked ppa, etc. It
can be confusing.

Jun 23, 2010 11:38 AM

10 When you want to delete or rename something (a project, a team, a mailing
list, a PPA, ...) most of the time you need to ask an administrator. Although
admins are fast most of the times, you have to wait for them and this slows
down your work.

Jun 23, 2010 11:41 AM

11 Centralisation. Jun 23, 2010 11:43 AM

12 - Inconsistencies ! When I list bug, sometimes I can order them, sometimes
not. Sometimes I see bug heat, sometimes I see the assignee. This is very
annoying : it's just bug listing, why is it not always what I want ?

- The fact that I don't have a "latest bug touched" on the overview (Was I
dreaming or did it existed before ?)

- Q&A and blueprints are somewhat unclear, redundant with bug listing but
some karma whores use it because it add lot of karma.

Jun 23, 2010 12:31 PM

13 That is english only and sprints are only for Ubuntu Jun 23, 2010 12:32 PM

14 the update manager does not pull changelogs from PPAs Jun 23, 2010 12:42 PM

15 Often slow, feature-rich UI is sometimes confusing for new users. Jun 23, 2010 12:47 PM

16 oldstyle look in the age of AJAX an HTML5, slow loading of long buglists - for
example ubuntu open bugs

Jun 23, 2010 12:53 PM
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17 I'm missing a wiki for my projects. Jun 23, 2010 12:54 PM

18 not always easy /  clear what / how / where to do things
openess?

Jun 23, 2010 12:57 PM

19 User Interface is sometimes confusing Jun 23, 2010 1:05 PM

20 It lacks the possibility to interact with other translators (tell them what they
have to do to see their suggestions approved...), and we need some way to
get rid of translation suggestions which are no longer used, but still appears in
Launchpad (and some new contributors accept, eventually)

Jun 23, 2010 1:05 PM

21 Lack of git support, seemingly inability to log in with an OpenID from another
provider.

Jun 23, 2010 1:05 PM

22 the overview page of a project is much too crowded.

I would like to be able to use launchpad as the homepage of a project (often
there is not much needed in addition to the services already available in
launchpad, maybe a nice startpage and a documentation page).

Jun 23, 2010 1:06 PM

23 finding blueprints is not that simple as finding bugs. Jun 23, 2010 1:09 PM

24 There are some things that you need to ask the launchpad team to do for you,
and by the time you go to ask, you've already spent a bunch of time trying to
figure out how to do it.

Jun 23, 2010 1:11 PM

25 slowness :( Jun 23, 2010 1:16 PM

26 There's no wiki, so a project cannot rely only on Launchpad. Jun 23, 2010 1:16 PM

27 Sometimes it's hard to find bugs in the lists Jun 23, 2010 1:18 PM

28 hard to discover cool projects Jun 23, 2010 1:21 PM

29 Sometimes it is slow.  Sometimes things are hard to find. Jun 23, 2010 1:36 PM

30 It doesn't have wiki pages for projects.
No git support, only bzr.

Jun 23, 2010 1:37 PM

31 UI is completely english, with no plans to change this Jun 23, 2010 1:38 PM

32 Slow Jun 23, 2010 1:41 PM

33 Can't delete my PPA. Jun 23, 2010 1:52 PM

34 Lack of support for other VCSs. Jun 23, 2010 2:01 PM

35 sync to other projects like git, and not only bzr Jun 23, 2010 2:08 PM

36 Slowness in searches Jun 23, 2010 2:08 PM

37 The blueprint section could use some love. Discussions on whiteboards are
clumsy.

Also, a finer granularity of permission management would be desirable. As a
maintainer of some Debian/Ubuntu packages (~lantash), it shouldn't require
me to apply to Ubuntu Bug Control just to be able to triage bugs filed against
the packages I maintain.

The whole process of making project releases (building source tarballs,
uploading to the project download section as well as the project PPA, marking
bug as 'Fix released' etc. could probably be streamlined and partially
automated. I already use a script that does at least some of it.

Also, one might think about introducing new facilities to attract new
developers. The mentoring feature apparently wasn't such a great success, as
it was removed a while ago. One might consider making Launchpad.net more
"social", featuring a better integration with Ubuntu!

Waiting half an hour for a PPA build isn't that much fun.

Jun 23, 2010 2:15 PM

38 too many concepts that don't help when dealing with many small projects that
act together as a whole (e.g. the zope universe)

Jun 23, 2010 2:22 PM

39 sloooow
individual projects can't modify launchpad to their needs

Jun 23, 2010 2:24 PM
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40 Lack of features: 
No site hosting 
No wiki hosting (this is the main problem for me)
No detailed statistics (such as SourceForge)

Project pages could be more customizable
Project tags would be useful 
Automatic packaging would be good, but that's more of a Debian than
Launchpad problem. (i.e. all/most the packaging work should be done
automatically if possible, not requiring/simplifying the process of creating a
project's debian directory)

Jun 23, 2010 2:28 PM

41 not yet. Jun 23, 2010 2:31 PM

42 Bug management could be improved Jun 23, 2010 2:33 PM

43 Sometimes the slowness of the servers.  Locating information should be easy,
but many times it isn't.  On my wish list for the "Answers" page, I'd like a check
box when I'm posting an answer to indicate whether it's only a "suggestion", a
"work-around" or "please respond back to this thread".  Most of the time,
people posting information don't detail the situation enough and time is wasted
asking for more information.  Some questions that are answered are not really
finished until the "Solved" posting is shown.  People need to know that they
should stay with it until some kind of resolution is found.  I don't find the
column with the related application listed such as "gedit" very useful and it's
probably less useful for the person posting the question.   Last, I wish that the
question numbers weren't of the form 115325 but were 100623-105 so the
first part could indicate the posting date.  This would make searching for it
later much easier.

Jun 23, 2010 2:34 PM

44 None Jun 23, 2010 2:37 PM

45 - It's slow. It takes almost 10 seconds to start loading the first page.
- The layout has too much white space. It's hard to determine at a glance what
items are global, what is section specific content and what is actual page
content. Consider using visual effects such as tabs and shadows.
- The main nav (Overview, Code, Bugs...) has unexpected behavior. If you
view an answer with a source package applied then click Bugs, it takes you to
bugs for that package. The nav had the Ubuntu logo next to it, so I would have
expected it to take me to bugs for Ubuntu.
- The Answers section has an Assignee column which I've never seen used
and wastes space (I browse on a 1024x768 laptop).
- The Answers section has other unnecessary columns like the help icon, ID
number and source package. Even the submitter name is unnecessary.
- Users sometimes put their email address as their username which stretches
the column. Maybe a max limit on username length should be implemented.
- The Question Information section of an Answers page has information
placed seemingly randomly. That information could probably be moved to the
right side bar. Delete the subscriber names completely as that's just clutter.

Jun 23, 2010 2:41 PM

46 Bugs that I report being marked as a duplicate of a hidden bug, which I cannot
see the details or status of after it's marked as a duplicate, nor can I confirm
that it is a duplicate of that bug. This "feature" of randomly closed bugs pisses
me off.

Direct intergration with bzr, but no support of git

Slow as hell on firefox on Ubuntu.

Jun 23, 2010 2:43 PM

47 Blueprint's aren't practical for discussions. I prefer to create feature bugs. Jun 23, 2010 2:46 PM

48 No Glossary of words. What can make the translation more uniform and
speed up the process

Jun 23, 2010 2:54 PM

49 Performance (actually, it seems that lately it's been improved)
Lack of a simple & integrated web hosting: sure it would be a burden, and
would bring many more complexity... but i've seen some launchpad projects
use a sourceforge page, and it simply doesn't feels right....
Can't push commits behind a restrictive firewall... i know there exists a
webdav plugin for bzr, but afaik i can't use it with launchpad

Jun 23, 2010 3:00 PM
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50 It's slow, sometimes complicated.  If you get a link to xyz/+archive or
something, it's hard to find the binaries, I just don't get where I think I should
by clicking a link.

Jun 23, 2010 3:02 PM

51 - sometimes is slow, 
- it's not easy enough to get from a project page to the main lauchpad site

Jun 23, 2010 3:27 PM

52 - sometimes is SLOW
- the need to copy paste a PPA address (come on people, we are in 2010.
why not some simple javascript)?

Jun 23, 2010 3:31 PM

53 launchpad mail not being sent with attributes set for lists, it makes it dead
impossible to filter correctly in GMail, this has been an issue for years.. fix it. 
It's hard to report certain kinds of bugs (in fact any bug that isn't reported with
ubuntu-bug Launchpad makes inheritly near impossible to get right through
the web interface).

Jun 23, 2010 3:37 PM

54 Performance can be still be a little slow sometimes although it has significantly
improved as compared to a while ago.

Jun 23, 2010 3:44 PM

55 The fact it is inordinately difficult to install and configure on any machine, and
nearly impossible to install or configure on non-Ubuntu machines.

Jun 23, 2010 3:47 PM

56 The PPA pages are less convenient than they used to be. Jun 23, 2010 3:53 PM

57 I have no idea how to locate documentation and materials that developers
refer to (and demand knowledge of), and no idea how to become involved

Jun 23, 2010 4:04 PM

58 Sometimes slow
Blueprints confusing
No wiki/hosting support
No inbuilt daily ppa builds

Jun 23, 2010 4:13 PM

59 I hope it is as easy as Kenai.com , I can host projects directly from my
NetBeans. launchpad is so tough to learn when it comes to project hosting. If
they can develop click host GUI for project hosting it will be great!

Jun 23, 2010 4:26 PM

60 totally slow Jun 23, 2010 4:55 PM

61 It's very common to get lost amidst innumerable links. Jun 23, 2010 4:56 PM

62 Bug status messages to make no sense.   Marking a bug as invalid because it
was solved in release upgrade doesn't make sense.

Jun 23, 2010 4:57 PM

63 It looks like it's very easy, yet it's not. SourceForge is much easier to browse,
ever though some things are a bit archaic. LP can use some of the UX love
that Lucid got

Jun 23, 2010 4:58 PM
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64 It takes several seconds to load each page. I'm constantly waiting for the
server to respond. 

The ui is sluggish in firefox(but good in webkit based browsers). There is way
too much stuff changed dynamically using javascript.

The new time based caching is horrible, and always showing expired data.
This makes bug management frustrating.

The term triage is very obscure and vague.

The UI does not work well in low width situations (browser next to text editor,
or a small screen).

The terms series, milestone, and release are extremely confusing. See bug
#174468 .

Very few projects actually use blueprints. Blueprints need to work more like a
wiki. That is why they end up just being links to the ubuntu wiki. External
projects do not want to use the ubuntu wiki.

Trying to deploy launchpad on your own server is way too hard.
 There is no way to backup or export your project data.

It would be great if LP showed how many times your project was downloaded.

Mailing lists are tedious to use, and scare new users away. Something like
this would be an improvement: http://mairin.wordpress.com/2010/03/16/a-rich-
web-interface-for-mailing-lists/

I prefer Bazaar. But many people like Git. So native Git support would be
great.

Jun 23, 2010 5:08 PM

65 * SLOW SLOW SLOW SLOW page refreshes take forever, and forget it if its a
bug from hell with 100+ comments, I open a tab and go and take a leak
* Bugs doesn't have basic sorting, viewing functionality. Needs to be more
standard like bugzilla
* Too many clicks to do simple things like change status, just put a drop down
there and be done with it, way too much javascript/ajax junk

Jun 23, 2010 5:08 PM

66 no problems for me Jun 23, 2010 5:12 PM

67 no native git hosting
not a OpenID consumer

both of these make LP much less attractive to the non-Ubuntu part of the free
software world

Jun 23, 2010 5:13 PM

68 non-customizable project homepage
no full forum (only the Answers section)

Jun 23, 2010 5:35 PM

69 The user interface scares some new users. The people who would go to
ubuntuforums.org for technical assistance could be better served by
Launchpad if we could make it easy for them. (Perhaps even disguise it as
forums ;)

Jun 23, 2010 5:41 PM

70 It can be a bit slow sometimes.
Navigation is sometimes confusing. For example, I sometimes have trouble
finding an old bug that I reported.

Jun 23, 2010 5:47 PM

71 Is not translated in other languages (like spanish) and somedays it's so slow! Jun 23, 2010 6:03 PM

72 Sometimes is hard to find help. Jun 23, 2010 6:09 PM
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73 Hard to see the big picture (maybe because there is too much to show). 
For example, last time i used Rosetta translations were hard to navigate
through. If you didn't remember where a particular string was i just had to
keep clicking to the next page until i found it.
Similarly, you can see on the branch page which bugs are attached to it. You
can also see on the bug page which branches are attached to it. But if I want
to see all the branches and all of the bugs they connect to and which
branches are for features instead of bugs, well that requires lots of clicking
and waiting for page loads.

Jun 23, 2010 6:45 PM

74 That it still doesn't have a wiki feature or place where people could upload the
project's documentation.

Jun 23, 2010 7:09 PM

75 Perhaps could advertise more simple ways for average folk to get involved.
Similar to the five a day.

Jun 23, 2010 7:11 PM

76 I would rather see that ppas are linked to applications and to only one
application. Sometimes I find an application and have to search for ppa that
contains it and sometimes ppas contain other packages that I don't wont to
upgrade. The blueprints should allow more communication (comments), like
ubuntu brainstorm.

Jun 23, 2010 7:14 PM

77 The number of keys required to login each time. First, hit login. Then hit
continue. Then enter the user name and password. Then verify the user name
is correct. That is about three entries more than I need to feel secure, and
about three entries more than any other login system I use on the internet. I
do log in to several bugzilla accounts, four websites, and a couple of wiki's
daily.

Jun 23, 2010 7:25 PM

78 I don't know Jun 23, 2010 7:41 PM

79 Occasionally slow to access (from the US at least).
Bug searches often don't find reports that they should (your indexer and
search engine disagree over what characters make up a word).
No built-in wiki or other means to store/serve rich text, so I can't completely
host a project here.

Jun 23, 2010 7:43 PM

80 The web interface is slow. Dead slow. Please do something about it Jun 23, 2010 8:07 PM

81 It's speed and the fact that it is not possible to specify components or versions
as affected or as containing a fix.

Jun 23, 2010 8:08 PM

82 Nothing specific Jun 23, 2010 8:13 PM

83 It is slow and the terminology is not natural Jun 23, 2010 8:36 PM

84 Very confusing interface for the Ubuntu user who just wants to figure out why
something does or does not work.  I find it annoying that there is a link to see
all bugs I've opened or subscribed to, but no link for all bugs that affect me.

Jun 23, 2010 8:46 PM

85 No easy way to jump from ubuntu package to debian package / debian pts. I
really want a single click to those pages from lp.net/ubuntu/+source/$package

Launchpad.net also needs a url shortening service e.g. lp.net. Similar to the
youtu.be service: youtu.be/szk3KK6gLQ0 redirects to
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szk3KK6gLQ0

E.g. you could do lp.net/ubuntu/package links =) or better lp.net/u/package for
landing page, b.lp.net for bugs and c.lp.net for code and so forth =)

Jun 23, 2010 9:42 PM

86 Graphic, search Jun 23, 2010 9:45 PM

87 The blueprints system Jun 23, 2010 9:49 PM

88 No search bar at the top of the page while viewing projects, bugs etc - this
breaks convention with many other websites and is kind of annoying. Also,
Launchpad seems to work well once you get up and running with it, but getting
your profile setup correctly and learning the UI, etc can be daunting - there's a
definite learning curve to it (bear in mind this is coming from a person with no
previous bug tracking system experience).

Jun 23, 2010 10:00 PM
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89 * Too many steps & unintuitive paths to get from one common point to the
other common point (e.g. upstream project > ubuntu non-release-specific-
package-page)
* Hard to do a search and get to the main source page for a package in
ubuntu
* Search now at the bottom (still not come to terms with that, likely never will)
* Simple status changes flood bug comments unnecessary.
* Arguments/flamewars/irrelevance in comments (Not an LP fault per se, I
know)
* Slow loading of large bugs, and only shows half of them at that.

Jun 23, 2010 10:03 PM

90 Rosetta, see http://www.jonobacon.org/2010/03/26/planning-for-10-10-
growing-our-translations-community/#comment-139314
Pushing bugs upstream is cumbersome, see
https://bugs.launchpad.net/malone/+bug/587306
https://bugs.launchpad.net/malone/+bug/1357
You can't configure the mail notifications in Malone

Jun 23, 2010 10:05 PM

91 Missing git support.
With git in place I wouldn't keep any code on github. I love Launchpad's bug
tracker. I love Launchpad's translation integration. I'm not that into bzr.

Jun 23, 2010 10:23 PM

92 Slightly heavy (loading time)
Too many down times
The interface cannot be customized

Jun 23, 2010 10:55 PM

93 slow Jun 23, 2010 11:06 PM

94 Not enough people use it! We need wiki pages for blueprints. Blueprints
generally are a mess.

Jun 23, 2010 11:06 PM

95 That there is no wiki. Jun 23, 2010 11:27 PM

96 Nothing Jun 23, 2010 11:27 PM

97 * It is extremely slow, please spend time trying to make it faster and snappier
* Does not have a wiki so you can't host a project
* Missing a feature similar to githubs fork

Jun 23, 2010 11:42 PM

98 The lack of support for git, though we can host our source code on gitorious
and import it onto Launchpad, so it's not a show stopper for us.

Jun 23, 2010 11:46 PM

99 not be in my language Jun 24, 2010 12:07 AM

100 Launchpad is slow. Jun 24, 2010 1:44 AM

101 Slowness Jun 24, 2010 4:45 AM

102 Some features are not very clear and easy (I spend a lot of time to understand
packaging through PPA).
There are some features missing, but it's just about time ;)

Jun 24, 2010 8:00 AM

103 the way that searches are presented Jun 24, 2010 11:36 AM

104 not much, haven't had much to gripe about, yet. Jun 24, 2010 11:36 AM

105 I don't always find my way around. Jun 24, 2010 3:36 PM

106 There are some little annoyances (already filed as bugs), but all in all
Launchpad is the best development platform out there.

Jun 24, 2010 6:49 PM

107 Page load times. Lack of a wiki. Jun 24, 2010 8:29 PM

108 Making a new release complete with downloads is not intuitive and is difficult
and slow.  Could be improved.  The ability to edit the descriptions of uploaded
files would be nice.  This is why I do not use auto-uploading of files for
releases, the description is blank and cannot be edited.  Launchpad is a very
good system otherwise.  Thank you!

Jun 24, 2010 9:48 PM

109 That project pages doesn't show ppas connected to projects. Jun 24, 2010 10:42 PM

110 Slow servers all the time.

Launchpad is quite possibly one of the worst websites to navigate through. I'm
not sure why I dislike it so much but I do, and it's probably one of the reasons I
don't contribute very often to the Ubuntu project. Everything about Launchpad
is nauseating and frustrating, especially when you have to deal with the
slowness.

Jun 25, 2010 2:23 AM
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111 Sorry for the yelling: THAT IT'S NOT I18N. We **need** it in Spanish ;) Jun 25, 2010 2:43 AM

112 Cannot do bulk editing of blueprints and bugs. If I need to change many
blueprints or bugs to say change a milestone or series, I have to do each one
by hand, which is a royal pain.

Cannot customize which  fields to display from bug search results. For
example, right now I don't see who the bug is assigned to and 90% of the time
that is what is most important to me.

Cannot search for bugs that are targeted for a series in advanced bug search

Jun 25, 2010 4:20 AM

113 It's often quite slow, the interface seems a bit overwhelming at times. Jun 25, 2010 11:29 AM

114 Slow Jun 25, 2010 1:29 PM

115 the personalitation for users Jun 25, 2010 1:37 PM

116 Bug-management tools are awful
Page loading is still kinda slow

Jun 25, 2010 8:42 PM

117 It probably needs some UI cleanup not to distract new and even advanced
users.
It needs some abitility to add comments on blueprints even it's not publicly
editable.

Jun 26, 2010 12:03 PM

118 Language, please, let us translate it :) Jun 26, 2010 6:59 PM

119 Not that easy to "fork" as in GitHub Jun 27, 2010 12:44 AM

120 git is better ;) Jun 27, 2010 8:59 AM

121 Some help pages are confusing. Jun 28, 2010 12:23 AM

122 work a little bit slowly Jun 28, 2010 3:43 AM

123 The queue interface.  Can we please just have "search for $package in ANY
status"?  Also, the unnavigability of Launchpad Librarian stuff. Finding the deb
of a version of a package from its /ubuntu/+source/foo page takes way too
many click-throughs.

Jun 28, 2010 4:33 AM

124 In general: Too many bugs (not in LP but handled in LP) = slow fixing and too
many dupplicates.

LP: 1) With bug pages: A bug is affecting lets say 5 people, but the bug is still
marked as new and not confirmed; please do some magic to this.
 2) Some privacy please; please don't make the bug listing pages (commented
bugs, subscribed bug, etc) of a person public to everyone. Please also fix bug
111147.

Jun 28, 2010 12:13 PM

125 pages with more than 100 comments Jun 28, 2010 1:31 PM

126 I HATE that you can't attach multiple documents in one comment. This makes
updating bug reports with log files extremely spammy and makes me not want
to wade through all the useless whitespace.

The update notifications (description, summary, tags, importance, etc) are
also very spammy, especially when updating all of them at once. It would be
nice if there was a way to turn off these notifications and only read comments,
or condense all the notifications done in a 5 minute period into one comment.

Jun 28, 2010 8:21 PM

127 one and the same bug appears as different bugs in different contexts. this bug
context thing is confusing.

Jun 28, 2010 8:53 PM

128 As someone who follows and registers bugs that affect my Desktop
experience I find it very frustrating that I can't follow bugs that "affect me"
directly, and I am not notified when the status of these bugs changes. The
only way I can follow these bugs is by subscribing to them. Why isn't there a
panel for bugs that affect me?
Another issue I have is with mirrors of upstream vcs such as that for
Wordpress (but also applies to other upstream software) As far as I can tell,
upstream vcs mirrors on Launchpad often track head or some older stable
branch, but not a whole remote repository. This means that I can't use bazaar
to merge new release tags from Launchpad - I have to use bzr-svn on the
upstream vcs.

Jun 28, 2010 10:31 PM
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129 It's not always easy to see where I am in the system. Is this an Ekiga bug
page or Ekiga on Ubuntu bug page. More stylistic theaming would help here.

Jun 28, 2010 10:47 PM

130 It seems to discourage non-Ubuntu fans and force people to use Canonical
products. The fact that it doesn't support any other DVCS than bzr is
disappointing. There are a huge number of git and hg fans that hate LP only
because of that. Also, LP seems to refuse to allow PPAs for Debian. Since
project space is already limited, it should be up to the project managers how
they allocate their PPA space to binaries for different distributions. Debian
being a very important distro for Ubuntu, I believe Debian bins should be
supported. I understand this had been discussed before, but I would be
extremely glad if this were implemented. This would also boost Ubuntu's
reputation among Debian users and developers also.

Jun 29, 2010 6:01 AM

131 Not as simple or convenient to use as Debian's BTS.
Javascript seems to make Konqueror unhappy.

Jun 29, 2010 6:08 AM

132 The default bug search (not advanced) hides bugs in certain states. E.g. if a
bug hits me which has been reported and already is "Won't fix" or "Fix
Released" I will not find it unless I use the "Advanced Search" and explicitly
enable those states. I think many duplicates are caused by Launchpad
newbies not knowing this. IMHO the default search should show bugs of all
states.

Jun 29, 2010 12:20 PM

133 Lack of intergration with ubuntu brainstorm. Brainstorm would benifit from
being moved to launchpad and being directly intergrated.

Jun 29, 2010 6:53 PM

134 The hard discoverability of some settings as a project maintainer. The
navigation, in general, is awkward in some places, i.e. unless you are an
experienced user, it is difficult to find some of the pages you need for your
work.

Jun 30, 2010 9:27 AM

135 Could be faster and could have more features like but I think that Launchpad
will have it in the future.

Jun 30, 2010 11:35 AM

136 It's slow.  Also, I often need to hunt around to find what I want, I'd prefer to
have some dashboards that gave me a view of what I was doing across
projects.  Also, more integration/automation between subsystems: I don't want
to mark a bug as 'Fix Committed' when I merge a branch, for example.

Jun 30, 2010 11:41 AM

137 Launchpad 3.0's interface was (visually) a HUGE step backwards.  It made
some good improvements, but the new layout is an overwhelming wall of text.
Color coding was reduced, space for text to breathe was reduced, the search
field was moved to the very bottom (and some pages are incredibly long).  I
could go on and on, but suffice to say that it has been unbelievably frustrating
to have become attached to Launchpad only to see it lose most of the
beautiful visual identity that made me fall in love with it in the first place.  I
think that Launchpad's web team understands that interface is important as
functionality, but I think whatever reasoning that led to the 3.0 visual design
blinded the team to more important fundamentals of usability: color, shape
(icons), negative space.  This has put a serious hamper on my desire to
recommend Launchpad to others.  Before 3.0 I would have answered the next
questions "10", but I can't recommend it nearly as wholeheartedly any more.
As great as Launchpad is, interface is important enough that they might as
well go with Google Code (lower entry barrier) or something.  

Oh, and Launchpad really, really, really, REALLY needs a wiki!

Jun 30, 2010 11:58 AM

138 I find it difficult to navigate and find out who needs what help and how Jun 30, 2010 2:00 PM

139 Bug reporting it's not that advanced for some projects. Jun 30, 2010 2:19 PM

140 It's a bit complicated for non initiated people. Jun 30, 2010 5:51 PM

141 Not very user-friendly. Naming conventions are not very obvious as to what
they are.

Jun 30, 2010 7:47 PM
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142 Only supports bzr (my choice, but work uses svn).
Lacks easily-used security/privacy/access control options for local
deployments.  Apparently what I need to do is *possible*, but requires
mucking about with the Zope config directly, which I don't know how to do yet.
(I need to be able to have a "group-members-only" project, restricting who can
post to and view an Answers section.)  If that gets implemented it would be
extremely likely that we would deploy it at work.

Jun 30, 2010 10:09 PM

143 The confusing roadmaps system and I really miss a wiki. Jul 1, 2010 1:38 AM

144 aucun idée Jul 1, 2010 6:18 AM

145 It's slow. Jul 1, 2010 8:45 AM

146 no git :-) Jul 1, 2010 1:35 PM

147 Cannot login with my OpenID account to launchpad. This makes the product,
well, fail.

Jul 2, 2010 3:09 AM

148 Often it is not obvious how to do certain (easy) things:
 - adding your first download file
Missing a general activity list for my project, a unified list of activity like the
sourceforge one
No wiki or site capability
Many pages try to have information for all possible user types, and as such
fails all users

Jul 2, 2010 4:09 AM

149 It has no support for comments in rosetta (like "talk" pages on wikis), it doesn't
have notification system for revisors so that other translators can notify the
revisor about their translations or if they need help. Also, it would be nice to
have bookmarks, so that any user can bookmark any launchpad page directly
in their Launchpad account instead of web browser.

Jul 2, 2010 7:43 AM

150 Slowness of the translations interface. It takes a lot of time to load the next
page.

Jul 2, 2010 8:19 AM

151 week long queue when some builders are disabled Jul 2, 2010 12:12 PM

152 The horrible lag when accessing. Jul 2, 2010 7:55 PM

153 Lack of simple step by step documentation. An undocumented feature is not a
feature.

Jul 3, 2010 6:54 AM

154 sometimes a bit complicated Jul 3, 2010 10:08 AM

155 Focus on Bazaar Jul 3, 2010 1:42 PM

156 Projects have unusual repositories and are difficult to integrate with team
PPAs.

Jul 4, 2010 2:28 AM

157 It's very slow sometimes, and a wiki-like feature would be nice. Git integration
is also something I'd like to see, but I understand that is not so easy to
integrate.

Jul 4, 2010 6:54 PM

158 Doesn't offer web hosting. Well, not a major problem. LP ROCKS! Jul 5, 2010 9:43 AM

159 The current blueprint system, its old, its non-collaborative. Jul 6, 2010 7:40 AM

160 BUGs reporting process is terrible! Jul 6, 2010 9:19 AM

161 TOO SLOW!!!
I come from China.

Jul 6, 2010 2:10 PM

162 There are no guidelines on how to create nwe packages, what they have to
include and how to start developing.

Jul 6, 2010 8:30 PM

163 Not much that I can find right now wrong. Jul 7, 2010 12:37 AM

164 There isn't enough documentation on how to set up a new project. Jul 7, 2010 12:53 AM

165 The use of bug report pages for feature requests. Jul 7, 2010 2:12 AM

166 hard to search for "Projects", "PPAs", "Teams".. it's all combined into one
pages long search result

Jul 7, 2010 2:55 AM

167 Can't setup bug-flow for a project (and most simple project do not need a
complex bug-flow as present in Ubuntu). No convenient wiki to have docs
(blueprints are not the same). No official discussion tool for a project. Overly
complicated user interface with unaligned and honestly bad visual design.

Jul 7, 2010 6:05 AM

168 that is not the default repository ahahah, I can't find anything that I don't like
tho :D

Jul 7, 2010 6:28 AM
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169 I have to go all the way to the bottom of the page to go to the homepage. Jul 7, 2010 6:32 AM

170 That there are no attachments for questions. Jul 7, 2010 8:52 AM

171 Translators' local team system. Instead a local team for countries - areas,
there should be language teams. Language teams should not listed under
countries they mostly spoken.

Jul 7, 2010 10:17 AM

172 I really miss a translations-only search. When I translate something, I don't
want to reinvent the wheel and confuse users with different translations for the
same word. When the same word is used in English across several programs,
it must be the same in other languages, otherwise it causes nothing but mess.
Or, if I found a translation error, I'd prefer not look through the whole
Launchpad to find where to fix it.

Jul 7, 2010 10:56 AM

173 The documentation of the site isn't great Jul 7, 2010 11:02 AM

174 The support of only one version control system: Bazaar.
Working with branches in Bazaar should be worth me more Karma.

Jul 7, 2010 11:38 AM

175 The inability to create a directory of documentation. Even when
documentation is stored inside projects, it is not possible to add a link to it and
use it, because it is treated as source code. This means that I still need
another server to publish my documentation and blueprints.

Jul 7, 2010 12:12 PM

176 Bugs ;) Jul 7, 2010 1:12 PM

177 all things Jul 7, 2010 1:38 PM

178 Nothing so far Jul 7, 2010 1:48 PM

179 can be too complex at times. Jul 7, 2010 2:26 PM

180 Nothing -- but am concerned that accessibility remain a priority for the team
because the most popular of our code on Launchpad is a game for blind
people and we have a number of talented blind developers who really enjoy
working on the project.  Other sites are not as accessible as Launchpad but I
do hope that Launchpad can continue to remain accessible and simple to use.

Jul 7, 2010 4:04 PM

181 Would be great when you add more targets then Ubuntu distributions. Jul 7, 2010 5:46 PM

182 - Blueprints that are marked as documentation are nearly invisible.
- Blueprints are not adequate for longer texts. Launchpad is probably missing
an integrated Wiki (like Trac).
- Releases can not be connected to code. I think a release should contain a
reference to a tag, or to a revision.
- It should also be possible to connect Bugs to revisions (links from revision to
bug would be nice too).
- The integrated browser for Bazaar branches is not good.

Jul 7, 2010 7:24 PM

183 Bad person Jul 7, 2010 9:21 PM

184 Nothing. Jul 7, 2010 10:12 PM

185 Don't know :) Jul 7, 2010 10:25 PM

186 Karma expiration.  I would much prefer a metric which reflects "What have you
done for Ubuntu" than the current karma expiration system, which seems to
rudely ask "What have you done for Ubuntu LATELY???".

Jul 7, 2010 10:32 PM

187 its centralized architecture (I think that this is critical issue) Jul 7, 2010 11:55 PM

188 It takes a long time to learn how to use it. Jul 8, 2010 1:05 AM

189 I'd rather like lintian output for my package uploads in the build logs. The build
queues can get a bit long, but this isn't a major problem.

Jul 8, 2010 2:34 AM

190 Nothing in particular. Jul 8, 2010 3:38 AM

191 Website layout is confusing.  Being a noob, I have a hard time getting to
where I want to go.  This is especially so between the login landing page and
the project specific pages.  Sometimes I get lost going into the help pages and
there seems to be no way back from there.

Jul 8, 2010 9:33 AM

192 It should have a project wiki too. Jul 8, 2010 9:38 AM

193 Not sure... Jul 8, 2010 9:59 AM

194 same as above Jul 8, 2010 5:27 PM

195 Can't think of anything.... Jul 8, 2010 8:45 PM
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196 I'd prefer support for other dpkg-based Linux distributions in the PPAs, and
perhaps a more application-accessible method of file storage (such as
WebDAV or FTP).

Jul 8, 2010 10:22 PM

197 GXNtnk  <a href="http://bfvsgjbjgngi.com/">bfvsgjbjgngi</a>,
[url=http://qpxqgqqspeqi.com/]qpxqgqqspeqi[/url],
[link=http://vmrhqzyoqvvy.com/]vmrhqzyoqvvy[/link], http://bcidchzavjhr.com/

Jul 9, 2010 11:14 AM

198 I036Er  <a href="http://gqttyswlcgbw.com/">gqttyswlcgbw</a>,
[url=http://jakbzzholcki.com/]jakbzzholcki[/url],
[link=http://neozoqmnrhbx.com/]neozoqmnrhbx[/link], http://iotzkiqzkqox.com/

Jul 9, 2010 11:15 AM

199 ue6FYk  <a href="http://bzvjpgzfbprv.com/">bzvjpgzfbprv</a>,
[url=http://lsfyeaxuiltt.com/]lsfyeaxuiltt[/url],
[link=http://hhncqgjfgrtt.com/]hhncqgjfgrtt[/link], http://wqavgqurbxij.com/

Jul 9, 2010 11:16 AM

200 He's only in english. Jul 9, 2010 11:29 AM

201 idem Jul 9, 2010 12:52 PM

202 bzr primarily. Setting aside bzr, the site puts an unnecessary focus on projects
and it requires multiple layers of clicking just to get to the code.

Jul 9, 2010 3:05 PM

203 Search service is very inconvenient Jul 9, 2010 3:57 PM

204 That it is so Bazaar centered. It could easily support GIT as well as BZR. Jul 9, 2010 9:09 PM

205 Site is sometimes sluggish (I guess that's a sign of success and popularity).

It'd be great to have some kind of auto-completion in the "assign to" box. My
browser's form-filling history isn't active, I assume due to the javascript
involved, so I end up having to do the same typing repeatedly. Perhaps in
addition to the one initial clickable option of assigning to myself, the box could
also offer clickable options for the 2-3 members I most frequently assign to, or
have most recently assigned to?

Jul 9, 2010 10:09 PM

206 It is quite troublesome for me to find where I can upload the .po language
pack. Also, there are too many meaningless instructions and unclear links.

Jul 10, 2010 7:39 AM

207 Zorro . Jul 10, 2010 10:35 AM

208 When you are just a casual bug and question triager, it’s hard to find the low-
hanging apples. There’s no easy way to find unanswered questions, or bugs
that need simple attention.

Jul 10, 2010 11:25 AM

209 * Translations service replaces name of the translator with the name of the
project owner if the translator chooses not to expose his email
* In the translations service, If a very trivial change was made to the original
text, the existing translation is marked as invalid
* No support for other [D]VCS systems (except for converting them to bzr)

Jul 10, 2010 12:06 PM

210 ugly icons Jul 10, 2010 1:55 PM

211 logging in is always a catastrophe.
many tries to get it to take a password
never responds with an email for forgotten password
no one ever address bugs reported here.
but with ubuntu that is not a surprise is it?

Jul 10, 2010 8:18 PM

212 Many developers don't use Launchpad to get their projects translated. Jul 10, 2010 10:06 PM

213 It is a bit slow.
The bug heat feature is quite bad, at lease in my experience.
Poor linkage between bug reports and bug fixes.
Advanced search feature for bug reports is quite cumbersome.

Jul 10, 2010 10:30 PM

214 Too slow !!! To slow when you copy packages from a private ppa to a public
ppa. It goes always in "Timeout error"

Jul 11, 2010 4:17 AM

215 I dislike that there are no project wikis. :-( Jul 11, 2010 5:46 AM

216 no wiki, no blog Jul 11, 2010 9:49 AM

217 Navigation is not intuitive. At first one gets confused by the code, bug,
translation, answer "views" on a project.

Jul 11, 2010 10:00 AM

218 * External code browser, does not feel integrated Jul 11, 2010 10:53 AM

219 slow Jul 11, 2010 1:31 PM
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220 it's a pig to navigate Jul 11, 2010 2:27 PM

221 Very slow feature implementation Jul 11, 2010 4:10 PM

222 didn't get answer about wireless printing Jul 11, 2010 6:19 PM

223 Paradoxally, it isn't translateable! I LOVE TRANSLATED PROGRAMS!

Proposing translations should be improved: Some translations are not perfect
because some new people translate without knowing our translation rules. It
should be improved IMHO by adding translation groups: for example, newbie
can't add automatically translations but they can only propose (I've been
translating since too much time so I don't know if it is so or not). New
translations should be highlighted so that checkers, who are "old" users, can
control if the translation is correct. if so, translation is not highlighted anymore.
Trusted translators can automatically by-pass this check, automatically
translating and deleting uncorrect proposes, in order not to be visualized.
Last but not least, sometimes proposes translations are not all the proposes
translations of that key.

Sorry for my english. I hate it.

Jul 11, 2010 7:45 PM

224 - No wiki
 - Better integration for merging (link to proposal after the merge)
 - User interface: it's better now but sometime it's long to go where you want to
go.
 - It's often slow. A more responsive interface could be really better!

Jul 11, 2010 11:50 PM

225 The computer software name mentioned on the bottom of the website. Jul 12, 2010 5:20 AM

226 sometimes when attempting to post bugs, the server will not accept Jul 12, 2010 7:10 AM

227 Too many bugs reported : it’s sometimes hard to find something.
For now — as I know —, there are only division between packages. Maybe
there could be bug division inside package.
For instance : Typo ; crashes while launching ; crashes during execution ;
display bugs ; misbehavior ; ...
I think it would be easier to find one’s way.

Jul 12, 2010 10:35 AM

228 - "+junk" as the name of non-project branchs. It denigrates personal branchs
and usually I can't send a link with +junk to other people because of that. :-P

- lack of other (potentially inter-operable) launchpad instances. As far as I
know, the code is free but no one uses it. :P

Jul 12, 2010 11:42 AM

229 navigation is not always clear. Jul 12, 2010 12:46 PM

230 I don't know how to use it Jul 12, 2010 2:15 PM

231 poor usability for new comers Jul 12, 2010 2:35 PM

232 It is'nt in variety of languages. Jul 12, 2010 2:49 PM

233 the inability to edit an "Answers" based post the Answer Section of inkscape,
once it is submitted it is locked and no editing can be performed. 

Lack of templates for assistance based forums. example:
Most sites like this have a key component of a forum for assistance with a
program.  Open Source projects are very mismanged when it comes to offer
assistance. Yet commercial programs are very structured when it comes to
assitance..   Launchpad should have templates a given user should have to fill
in prior to submitting request for Help (inkscape's Answers section).  If the
fields are NOT filled in the user is not allowed to submit a request for
assistance..

Jul 12, 2010 2:51 PM

234 Setting up the initial branch in a project is confusing sometimes. Jul 12, 2010 6:28 PM

235 Lack of some private working area / private PPA Jul 12, 2010 8:01 PM

236 poor search and report capabilities, I work on private projects so google is not
an option.

Jul 12, 2010 8:14 PM

237 The requirement are mostly Linux based i.e Open PGP Jul 13, 2010 4:04 AM

238 It haven't interface translatons (or I haven't find them) Jul 13, 2010 4:18 AM

239 navigation somewhat tricky for use Jul 13, 2010 3:35 PM
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240 Everything is pretty much perfect Jul 13, 2010 4:26 PM

241 Seeming disregard for new users, answers are often given which will puzzle
new user, especially if terminal is used. I am not new to terminal, but after i
copy an endlessly long script and try to run it, a very sobering note comes up
"no such file or directory". This is puzzling, seems like there are different
directory structures within a same distro.
It seems the help team is overworked and stressed.
Often problems are brushed off. A quick example: there was a bug up until
9.10 (i think) -- if 'Save' or 'Save as' was clicked, the window would pop up but
it was wider than screen area (what's the big deal you ask?) the big deal is
that the radio buttons are not accessible, hiding behind the edge of screen.
Some other user posted this, but she was brushed off by something like "so
adjust it"  that's not the solution, this is one the most frequently used functions,
so having to adjust it or drag the window over is pretty annoying. And it's a
simple bug, there is a typo somewhere where the window size is defined.

Jul 13, 2010 4:49 PM

242 most everyone will speak as though you are completely aware of a more than
likely, completely foreign situation. whereas, some people are bound to know
none of the commands for terminal use, let alone ordering them, when to use
them, etc. most of ubuntu's interface i have encountered operated like a
windows one, in pull down menus. but setting up what isnt updated or
downloaded through ubuntu for you (downloads off of sites), is something that
you are bound to need the terminal for. for those that are used to executables,
without having a lot of knowledge before this point, that all can become more
than daunting.
sadly, answers, even after achieving a vague understanding, still were
apparently nothing that could be solved by a copy paste of the explained
actions. no matter how zero'ed in either of us thought we were on the issue.
but when i open a folder on top of that, and see nothing i recognize as a
install, it just makes it worth even less.  when i strugle over one issue, to find i
know nothing about how to do the next part either. i may not use the keyboard
as much as a linux user, but as far as a learning curve. i imagine that linix
would be picked up a lot slower than a windows environment. forgive me for
my (especially at this moment) not so unbiased opinion.

Jul 13, 2010 5:37 PM

243 far away from upstream Jul 13, 2010 11:14 PM

244 It's hard to learn about it. For instance, I'm googling my ass of to learn what a
blueprint on Launchpad is right now!

Jul 14, 2010 1:16 AM

245 Bugs about Launchpad itself often meets delay (with me). Jul 14, 2010 1:48 AM

246 web UI is very poor, also login  account creation / adjustment is unnecessarily
complicated and ugly

Jul 14, 2010 2:17 AM

247 a little hard to use at first time. Jul 14, 2010 3:27 AM

248 Too much information sometimes, but that probably is due to project owners
or amount of bugs/issues for projects.

Jul 14, 2010 10:51 AM

249 It's sometimes slow. 
You are not able to change your project website (you can change the
information which it contains but that's all..).

Jul 14, 2010 11:30 AM

250 vNTQ3m  <a href="http://kfprexbgwryx.com/">kfprexbgwryx</a>,
[url=http://gmvhgjcdtyzi.com/]gmvhgjcdtyzi[/url],
[link=http://hwlunzoybrum.com/]hwlunzoybrum[/link],
http://wdbyuekzphuc.com/

Jul 14, 2010 11:55 AM

251 G8V2Bm  <a href="http://rqvzkjmwvbxe.com/">rqvzkjmwvbxe</a>,
[url=http://mvnvbsavvwrs.com/]mvnvbsavvwrs[/url],
[link=http://lumwxtjptuhr.com/]lumwxtjptuhr[/link], http://yqbogywcjapo.com/

Jul 14, 2010 11:55 AM

252 5W1AR5  <a href="http://fuujhjfpjslz.com/">fuujhjfpjslz</a>,
[url=http://jbagrjjneiyl.com/]jbagrjjneiyl[/url],
[link=http://qbnulvsgjhcg.com/]qbnulvsgjhcg[/link], http://ckvjytgjmjlg.com/

Jul 14, 2010 11:56 AM

253 XX4kGc  <a href="http://fiwfciuydldx.com/">fiwfciuydldx</a>,
[url=http://felwsgzvffge.com/]felwsgzvffge[/url],
[link=http://bgcbmnhqsted.com/]bgcbmnhqsted[/link], http://digtlteupvtu.com/

Jul 14, 2010 12:00 PM

254 The fact that even if you submit bugs, they still won't get fixed Jul 14, 2010 1:44 PM
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255 Not very user friendly.
Specially regarding managing my activities. 
For example ordering and easily access to last touched bugs.

Jul 14, 2010 2:16 PM

256 Sometimes you do not get an answer Jul 14, 2010 3:53 PM

257 Well, as I always remember there were some lags during visiting Launchpad. I
hope that in future it will work much faster than now.

Jul 14, 2010 3:56 PM

258 long time no see!
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2730
kansas city lasix  >:-DDD http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-
Cheap-Generic-Propecia-Online.aspx price propecia  yiei
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgFn2sFwt tamiflu uk  bdarrg

Jul 14, 2010 8:34 PM

259 Hellî, what time do you call this?
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2730 is
lasix and benazepril compatible  vebi
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Propecia-
Online.aspx propecia before and after photo  =OO
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgFn2sFwt get tamiflu where  8-PPP

Jul 14, 2010 8:34 PM

260 howdy pardner!
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2730
recomended ca levels while taking lasix  82129
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Propecia-
Online.aspx primo used with propecia  6751
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgFn2sFwt tamiflu not effective h5n1
256179

Jul 14, 2010 8:34 PM

261 It's good to see you, how's life been treating you?
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2730 dr
liang lasix surgery sacramento  8-[[[
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Propecia-
Online.aspx clinical propecia result  389
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgFn2sFwt tamiflu dosage for pediatric  8-)

Jul 14, 2010 8:35 PM

262 inability to connect Jul 14, 2010 9:32 PM

263 Hello, did you hear the storm last night?
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2731 buy
generic tamiflu  :] http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-
Generic-Lasix-Online.aspx order cheap generic lasix  36326
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgFmSf6Q9 buy cheap generic celebrex no
prescription  >:[[

Jul 14, 2010 9:49 PM

264 long time no see!
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2731 buy
cheap generic tamiflu no prescription  fon
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Lasix-
Online.aspx buy cheap generic lasix no prescription  >:-)))
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgFmSf6Q9 buy cheap celebrex  pio

Jul 14, 2010 9:49 PM

265 I'm pleased to meet you
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2731
order cheap generic tamiflu no prescription  :-[[[
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Lasix-
Online.aspx buy cheap generic lasix  %PP
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgFmSf6Q9 buy generic celebrex  908

Jul 14, 2010 9:49 PM

266 long time no see!
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2731 buy
cheap generic tamiflu no prescription  arfqqs
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Lasix-
Online.aspx buy cheap lasix  yzk
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgFmSf6Q9 order cheap celebrex  %-DDD

Jul 14, 2010 9:49 PM

267 Oh hi there, look I'm a bit pushed for time, here's my  phone number give me
a call sometime
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2731
order cheap tamiflu  8] http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-
Generic-Lasix-Online.aspx buy cheap lasix  :O
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgFmSf6Q9 buy generic celebrex  776

Jul 14, 2010 9:49 PM
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268 bzr Jul 14, 2010 10:11 PM

269 No wiki, I need to go to Google Code for that. The overview project page
might still be a little complex to use as a frontend for the app towards real
broad average users. For instance the green download buttons are a bit weird
(and short). Sometimes a bit slow. No place to store screenshots or other
miscellaneous files that aren't downloads. Sometimes myself I get a bit lost, or
it is hard to estimate in advance the effect of clicking a button. I guess for such
a powerful website usability is certainly not bad. Little support for Android
apps, despite of the bugs filed (#275290).

Jul 14, 2010 10:15 PM

270 Hello there
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2732
where to buy celebrex online  vrdt
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Tamiflu-
Online.aspx tamiflu buy online uk  ypylg
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgF8Wc8TL buy Xenical pay cod  =PPP

Jul 14, 2010 11:01 PM

271 Watup?
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2732 buy
celebrex c o d  bocw http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-
Generic-Tamiflu-Online.aspx generic tamiflu new york  =(((
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgF8Wc8TL pharmacy Xenical  :-P

Jul 14, 2010 11:01 PM

272 Hello
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2732 uk
order celebrex  =PP http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-
Generic-Tamiflu-Online.aspx tamiflu not effective h5n1  959296
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPgF8Wc8TL Xenical prices  ybaxn

Jul 14, 2010 11:01 PM

273 The interface sometimes confuses me Jul 14, 2010 11:08 PM

274 byzantine process Jul 14, 2010 11:32 PM

275 Wow, as I live and breathe, it's my best friend from school
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2733
order generic xenical  >:-PP http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-
Cheap-Generic-Celebrex-Online.aspx order cheap generic celebrex no
prescription  %-P http://www.mydeejayspace.com/profiles/blogs/buy-
cheapest-gener-propecia order cheap generic propecia  274

Jul 15, 2010 12:12 AM

276 It's a pleasure to meet you
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2733 buy
cheap generic xenical  zddneb http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-
Cheap-Generic-Celebrex-Online.aspx buy celebrex  =-))
http://www.mydeejayspace.com/profiles/blogs/buy-cheapest-gener-propecia
buy cheap generic propecia  780

Jul 15, 2010 12:12 AM

277 Hello, something is wrong here... he took my money!
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2733 buy
generic xenical  4536 http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-
Generic-Celebrex-Online.aspx buy cheap generic celebrex no prescription  =-
PPP http://www.mydeejayspace.com/profiles/blogs/buy-cheapest-gener-
propecia buy cheap propecia  hiz

Jul 15, 2010 12:12 AM

278 wazzup?
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2733 buy
cheap xenical  026958 http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-
Generic-Celebrex-Online.aspx order cheap generic celebrex no prescription
=-OOO http://www.mydeejayspace.com/profiles/blogs/buy-cheapest-gener-
propecia order cheap generic propecia no prescription  >:-OO

Jul 15, 2010 12:12 AM

279 Hello there, look I'm on my way to work maybe catch up with  you again soon
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2733 buy
xenical  %-[[ http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-
Celebrex-Online.aspx buy cheap celebrex  140970
http://www.mydeejayspace.com/profiles/blogs/buy-cheapest-gener-propecia
order generic propecia  :((

Jul 15, 2010 12:12 AM
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280 Hello, what about this terrible weather?
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2729
book com ella guest prescription propecia site buy propecia  zuvqd
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Xenical-
Online.aspx order Xenical uk  =-) http://posterous.com/people/4wEPhi0wblh7
buy lasix without prescription  48329

Jul 15, 2010 1:24 AM

281 I'm pleased to meet you
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2729
6buy cheap propecia online  >:) http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-
Cheap-Generic-Xenical-Online.aspx buy cheap generic Xenical  8[[
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPhi0wblh7 buy furosemide lasix no
prescription  mthu

Jul 15, 2010 1:24 AM

282 Boo!
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2729
6buy prescription propecia without  >:P
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Xenical-
Online.aspx buy cheap Xenical without prescription  446245
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPhi0wblh7 order lasix without prescription
xdtgu

Jul 15, 2010 1:25 AM

283 Hello, did you see me waving at you?
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2729 buy
propecia international pharmacy  =((
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Xenical-
Online.aspx order Xenical uk  668562
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPhi0wblh7 buy lasix next day  8[

Jul 15, 2010 1:25 AM

284 I'm pleased to meet you
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/index.php?name=Your_Account&profile=2729 buy
propecia prescriptions online  oaol
http://forum.nrgsystems.com/members/Order-Cheap-Generic-Xenical-
Online.aspx buy cheap Xenical under without rx  %]
http://posterous.com/people/4wEPhi0wblh7 buy lasix online  572

Jul 15, 2010 1:25 AM

285 - There isn't always a clear division between sections on screen.
- The bugs list defaults to "hot" yet the blueprints list just shows all of them
- The bugs list doesn't show series or milestone

Jul 15, 2010 9:03 AM

286 Nothing. Jul 15, 2010 6:38 PM

287 - slow
- ugly
- ignored bug reports
- bzr (it breaks plugins with every release)
- UI is built by engineers and might be understood by engineers, not end users

Jul 15, 2010 6:58 PM

288 The hidden settings that you don't know about until someone tells you Jul 15, 2010 11:03 PM

289 Nothing, really, though sometimes I wish I could get my files to behave a little
better!

Jul 16, 2010 1:31 AM

290 Speed. Pages are very very very slow to begin downloading (at least in Sao
Paulo, Brazil).

Jul 16, 2010 5:56 AM

291 When filing a bug, the package selection field should auto-complete or make
suggestions.

Jul 16, 2010 6:34 AM

292 Mercurial import fail a lot.
Many projects are in git today thus interaction with git repositories should be
improved.

Jul 16, 2010 7:32 AM

293 Slow, sometimes I have time to get coffee while Launchpad is saving my
participation.

Jul 16, 2010 7:50 AM

294 It's very Bzr-oriented in questions related to code. It would be awesome to
have more VCS-agnostic system (which is not likely to happen soon ;-] ).

Jul 16, 2010 8:55 AM

295 I'm from Belgium and I would like translate Launchpad in Nederlands. Jul 16, 2010 11:23 AM

296 Nothing so far Jul 16, 2010 5:10 PM

297 inability to search for all bugs related to a project for a specific release (e.g.,
Ubuntu Lucid bugs for linux source package -- not just milestoned ones)

Jul 16, 2010 7:12 PM
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298 Confusing bug summaries. Jul 16, 2010 8:02 PM

299 there isn't any statistics about project's development Jul 16, 2010 9:11 PM

300 n/a Jul 17, 2010 5:17 AM

301 So, so much.
1. When I update information it isn't always immediately reflected across the
site. For example, I just set a bug to "Fix released", went to the bugs page and
it still says "Fix committed". I know it's changed, and in a few minutes
something will update something else and then the page will be correct, but in
that time it looks like it didn't work and feels inconsistent.
2. Layout. I like that it's minimalistic. I don't like that things just hover in the
middle of nowhere. Things should be grouped a bit more clearly.
3. Default bugs view shows hot list, default blueprints shows all of them
4. Bugs list misses important information, such as milestone
5. I could go on...

Jul 17, 2010 12:22 PM

302 viewing and browsing code on launchpad is VERY awkward, github is far
better for this.

Jul 17, 2010 1:31 PM

303 UI of web sit is bad.  Font on my screen (tried two browsers) is like 1 pixel
wide --> doesn't show up well.  Too many links that seem irrelevant.
Confusing to new users (like me)

Jul 17, 2010 3:48 PM

304 Interface. Jul 17, 2010 4:41 PM

305 The user interface could go for a little refresh... lol Jul 17, 2010 5:26 PM

306 It takes time to understand at beginning. It's easy but not obvious. Jul 17, 2010 9:05 PM

307 Nothing Jul 18, 2010 1:47 AM

308 1.That it is run by one company (or at least it has the public perception as
such. I don't know if that is really the case.). I always an a little bit wary of
investing time and data in an online service--what happens if the company
running it closes? I would better prefer that a council/community organization
ran it. That way, if companies go out of business or someone can't do it any
more, it would continue on. This would also make launchpad seem less like
Ubuntu/Canonical's bug tracker, and more the LIbre software communities'.
This might help convince more projects (like, say Fedora) to use it. Would you
invest all your bug data in a "competitors" bug tracker?
2.Seemingly always having to file bugs upstream. 
3.Not being able to edit bug comments (maybe there should be an open time
of at least a few minutes or until the next comment is posted).

Jul 18, 2010 4:29 AM

309 the fact that bzr didn't catch the world by storm, and I still have to use it while
my other projects are now on git

Jul 18, 2010 12:24 PM

310 Nothing Jul 18, 2010 2:10 PM

311 Not enough answers Jul 18, 2010 2:58 PM

312 Lack of flexibility in the issue tracker (which is understandable, given its
featureset).
Blueprints/documentation have to be hosted externally. (Can we get a project
wiki or something?)

Jul 18, 2010 3:39 PM

313 nothing Jul 18, 2010 3:46 PM

314 UI doesn't seem to work well. Pages not structured so the eye doesn't know
where to settle. This puts me off publishing projects on launchpad, which is a
shame.

Jul 18, 2010 6:14 PM

315 Not as many features as sourceforge Jul 18, 2010 6:54 PM

316 It can be hard to understand the whole process of versions/releases in a
project, or managing translations. At least, that's my opinion.

Jul 19, 2010 12:41 AM

317 It's English-only interface. Please address "[Bug 3896] Launchpad itself is not
translatable in Launchpad"

Jul 19, 2010 1:08 PM

318 Inability to make private repositories. Jul 19, 2010 3:37 PM

319 Any idiot with no command of a language can "translate" and there is no way
to report the user.

Jul 19, 2010 6:59 PM

320 It's server don't always work Jul 19, 2010 8:22 PM

321 A little tricky to navigate. Could be laid out a bit better. Jul 19, 2010 8:34 PM
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322 Sometimes confusing to find way around Jul 20, 2010 5:39 AM

323 Sometimes seems too "Ubuntu-centric" and allows proprietary software. Jul 20, 2010 6:05 AM

324 no usable wiki/documentation function Jul 20, 2010 10:23 AM

325 not found latest version Jul 20, 2010 10:31 AM

326 The Search service, for example I cannot search only translable projects or
inside a project I cannot search for translation made by an user or in a specific
language.

Jul 20, 2010 10:44 AM

327 login session Jul 20, 2010 2:16 PM

328 I would maybe like to see some screenshots, or pictures on the right side of
the description block. No real problems at all.

Jul 20, 2010 2:59 PM

329 1. Performance
2. sometimes access of functions not obvious

Jul 20, 2010 9:54 PM

330 Navigation is TERRIBLE. The design is atrocious.  It's sometimes to slow. 

I'm sorry, but it must improve to be able to compete.  This is what "many
people are saying".

Jul 21, 2010 12:14 AM

331 gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtws gtwsfwgtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe
gtwsfwsfegtwsfwgtwsfws gtwsfw gtwsfe gtwsf gtwsfws gtwsws gtwsfwsfe
gtwsfw gtwsgbgtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfegbtwsfwsfwsfe
gtwsfwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfws gtwsfwsfegtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe
gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfwsgbtwsfwsfw s gtwsfwsfwsfegtwsfwsfw gtwsfws
gtwsfwsfe gtwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfe gtwsfe
gtwsfwsgbtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gbtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe
gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfe gtwsfe gtwsfws gtwsfw gtwsfe gtwsfw gtwsfwsfe
gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfedgtwsfwsfw gtwsfw gtwsfwsfwsfedgtwsfwsfe
gtwsfwsfedgtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfwsfwsfe gtwsfw gtwsfwsfegtwsfwsfe
gtwsfwsfwsfwsfwsfe gtwsfwwsgtwsfwsf gtwsfwsfe gtwsfw gtwsfwsfe gtwsfw
gtwsfwsf gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfw gtwsfw gr gtwsfwsfe gtwsfwsfe gtwsfe gtwsfe
gtwsfwsfe gtwsfw gtwsfwsfe gtwsfe gtwsfe gtwsf gtwsfw gtwsfwsfe gtwsfw
gtwsfw gtwsfw gtwsfwsfwsf

Jul 21, 2010 5:10 AM

332 Speed; it is frequently slow to respond. Jul 21, 2010 6:05 AM

333 The fact that it apparently won't consume my OpenID

How many times do I have to declare, I have one already!!! Don't make me set
up another one!

Jul 21, 2010 11:30 AM

334 The fact it misses a wiki. Jul 21, 2010 1:22 PM

335 That I can't attach documents or tarballs with specifications to the blueprints
that may need them. I can do this right now indirectly by hosting the
documents in other service and linking the blueprints to them, but I'd like to
have everything in Launchpad.

Jul 22, 2010 12:59 AM

336 Bazaar Jul 22, 2010 4:17 AM

337 Lack of categories for finding new apps & ppa's Jul 22, 2010 7:46 AM

338 Sometimes the build queue for new packages is huge,thus it sometimes takes
3-4 days for my package to be ready,it would be awesome if more hardware
could be added to meet the growing need.I understand that this will take
time,but i would like to see this happen in the near future

Jul 22, 2010 12:29 PM

339 So far nothing! Jul 22, 2010 6:30 PM

340 Nothing important, I just would like to see the number of downloads for the
ppa

Jul 23, 2010 9:42 AM

341 Bugs do not seem to be addresses much or are re-classified as non-bugs
despite being bugs.

Jul 23, 2010 11:42 AM
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342 openid login makes it so a user has to login twice

ex: I login from edge.bug. ....
I goto lp and login using open id
it goes through two windows confirming my login 
and sends me back to the page ex: edge.bug. ...
on that page I am not logged in
and have to login yet again
this time it works

this is normal and it happens everytime I login
when I click to log out 
I also have to go to launchpad.net
and log out there 

so double login and logout

Jul 23, 2010 1:15 PM

343 none Jul 23, 2010 1:33 PM

344 should be more accommodated to the profile of people who are starting ... and
would be great launchpad for the translation of other continents.

Jul 23, 2010 4:40 PM

345 The lack of been able to add a project to my profile as a favourite or to a
watchlist. Also the ability to find projects easily either by taxonomy/tagging or
in categories.

Jul 24, 2010 12:18 AM

346 non-systematic methods used sometimes. Jul 24, 2010 1:53 AM

347 Sometimes it is a little slow in China. Jul 24, 2010 3:18 AM

348 I must say that logging in to Launchpad is too slow, if luckily I may log into
within 3 minutes, or just can't log in.  I'm in China, though, I can visit other
sites with no problem, but the launchpad.net is just too slow.

Jul 24, 2010 4:13 AM

349 Very hard to navigate. I tried to find some links on launchpad for an
appropriate channel to find the author of a project but the navigation justs puts
me off. I think the navigation in launchpad attempts to look simple and nice but
in fact it's all over the place. Not idiot proof. Please take a look into re-
designing launchpad look and feel factors. I would not try to go to launchpad
unless necessary because of this. Make me like launchpad.... don't make me
visit launchpad only when necessary.

Jul 24, 2010 4:22 AM

350 I cannot find out how to tell that I would be willing to translate something, - or if
this is possible from launchpad.
Also other more advanced things like how to get to be the person that
packages some programs or similar seem to be hidden somewhere.

Jul 24, 2010 7:09 AM

351 nothing Jul 24, 2010 7:27 AM

352 Launchpad is only in English Jul 24, 2010 2:08 PM

353 It's hard to click-through between source, built packages and bugs. Bugs
cannot be assigned to a specific package version.

Jul 24, 2010 4:52 PM

354 doesn't list main project in some places Jul 24, 2010 5:40 PM

355 Interface, not much user friendly. Jul 24, 2010 6:34 PM

356 It's faster than SourceForge, but still could be a lot faster. Jul 24, 2010 7:16 PM

357 It's slow as hell. Some translation policies and teams are fragmented (like the
Danish), although that's probably not Launchpad's fault.

Jul 24, 2010 8:12 PM

358 1 - very poor design
2 - the homepage doesn't bring much more informations about the projets

Jul 24, 2010 9:03 PM

359 very difficult to navigate the "how" of submitting patches to projects. The
structure is there, but distributed and confusing. I would wish for a more
uniform and consistent interface between the functions instead of whole
separate feeling sites.

Jul 25, 2010 1:08 AM

360 You used the HTTP status code 200 OK when you encountered an internal
error! That should have been a 500 Internal Server Error or something.

Feels very tied to Ubuntu, which is probably good if you develop for Ubuntu,
but I do not.

Jul 25, 2010 1:51 AM
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361 You cannot edit your own given answers.. Jul 25, 2010 1:09 PM

362 The password requirement (in particular requiring at least one uppercase
character) is plain fucking stupid.  The vast majority of my other passwords
require things like 1 non-alphanumeric or just 1 numeric, but rarely do they
require an uppercase character.  Thank you for having me memorize YET
ANOTHER permutation of a fucking password.

Jul 25, 2010 6:31 PM

363 * Translate do not save the last page you were translating, and you have to
navigate page by page looking for your last translation.
* It lacks information about how to use launchpad+bazaar for development
(incomplete) theres a good document on http://www.joinfu.com/2008/08/a-
contributors-guide-to-launchpadnet-part-2-code-management/ maybe it just
needs some examples.
* It lacks favorite links on your use home page; you have to search each
project you follow.
* It lacks a wiki, it really needs one for blueprints.
* Theres no link back to launchpad from help.launchpad.

Jul 25, 2010 7:50 PM

364 not so clear to me the how do Jul 26, 2010 11:28 AM

365 not everything is connected to it Jul 26, 2010 3:29 PM

366 A number of thoughts here:
- Little facility / function exists for assessing impacts from an end-to-end
perspective, particularly with *fixes*, but also apparent with cases. The quality
is not uniform. All cases should be the same. Priority means cases are
addressed in a different order, not binned outright if the case is outside of the
critical banner.
- Dissemination and cross-pollination of new features/developments do not
appear to be (or are inadequately) reviewed against cases. This is turn leads
to an overhead of cases which float around the system and do little in the
mean time. Communication and review required!
- Launchpad is cumbersome and confusing - too much detail for non-linux-
speaking people - the process needs to be simple for raising and viewing a
case, and when that case will be fixed.
- Idea/suggestion to run a two tier system? First tier is a front-end with simple
case description / impact / fixes / scheduled date for fix, and detailed back end
for those wishing to add ideas and detailed contributions to cases - bit like a
basic project management plan

Jul 26, 2010 6:45 PM

367 Nothng :) Jul 27, 2010 3:06 AM

368 I mostly report bugs. Need to take time and explore more to form an accurate
opinion

Jul 27, 2010 6:45 AM

369 * Renaming and re-associating of projects is complicated
* Code branching from behind a proxy does not work
* Code import is dificult

Jul 27, 2010 8:10 AM

370 No Dislikes at this time. :-) Jul 27, 2010 8:46 AM

371 Only has bazaar source hosting on site Jul 27, 2010 11:03 AM

372 Not having support for i18n, specially in Answers, Jul 27, 2010 11:45 AM

373 Kinda hard to get a PPA working XD Jul 27, 2010 12:37 PM

374 Git not being a first-class citizen VCS.

Impossibility to mark a bug no longer affecting a project.

Jul 27, 2010 1:16 PM

375 The structure of the teams.  It is very difficult to tell what is going on when
some one belongs to a team but is not on the committer list.  I perfer things
like the followers and editors as done at github/bitbucket.

Also bazaar.  It would be much better if it also supported other DSCM
systems.

Jul 27, 2010 4:23 PM

376 nothing Jul 27, 2010 6:28 PM
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377 the way of uploading my project and it's code could use a bit more work (like
SFTP uploading, that was a plus). Another thing could be to allow more space
in the ppa's (however that's a hardware limitation) and anyways the bandwidth
(despite the limit of storage) is much better than sourceforge. The fastest
speed I've downloaded a list of the packages in my project was at 255 kbps to
where as with launchpad I can download the list of all the packages in my
project within seconds.

Jul 28, 2010 4:49 AM

378 All interfaces are in English...  know English, but prefer my base language
(Spanish).

Jul 28, 2010 4:57 AM

379 se  the answeer over
i dont have friends that use linux

Jul 28, 2010 7:33 AM

380 No beefs Jul 28, 2010 10:11 AM

381 nothing so far. Jul 28, 2010 10:48 AM

382 Pages often load slow due to SSL. No wiki or ability to host static files (i.e. for
storing docs)

Jul 28, 2010 3:55 PM

383 Not being able to navigate the user interface as yet and, The ability with the
remote connectivity to explore other users systems remotely.(big Brother Style
as i do get carried away sometimes(What works And what does not) ;-) But
with nowt to hide exept stupidity Your all most welcome to explore My domain.

Jul 28, 2010 6:33 PM

384 lack of interface. all the possible actions aren't intuitively available. I'm trying to
file a bug but where is that on the home page? no where

Jul 28, 2010 8:38 PM

385 nothing really, I dislike myself who do not care in off to keep up to date with all
the information from Launchpad.

Jul 28, 2010 9:23 PM

386 no wiki Jul 29, 2010 9:34 AM

387 Some things, such as package search, have become a LOT more messy and
hard to navigate. The package search should behave more like
packages.ubuntu.com.

Jul 29, 2010 9:48 AM

388 The speed and timeouts. Jul 29, 2010 10:18 AM

389 Some of the workflows are complicated. I, as an experienced software
developer, has to read several howtos to do simple tasks even the second or
tenth time

Jul 29, 2010 10:51 AM

390 The lack of some social things like connection between users (with a stream
of activities of friends), statistics of code, a simple system for star the favourite
projects (like the star in Google Code).

The lack of basic formatting of project details, release notes, blueprint ecc.
Especially on blueprints a wiki-style editing would be appreciated.

Jul 29, 2010 11:03 AM

391 the design its too confusing, you never know where youre, for example if you
clicked on a version or milestone, the you seem to be in overview, because of
the top menu, but in real youre in some sub category.

Jul 29, 2010 12:16 PM

392 n/a Jul 29, 2010 5:17 PM

393 I don't "dislike" anything. But it would be really cool if I could tell it what
releases of Ubuntu I was interested in (ie, I have installed on my systems) and
it would then lead me to bugs, blueprints, answers etc for related packages!

Jul 29, 2010 7:40 PM

394 not much Jul 29, 2010 8:55 PM

395 The UI can be very intimidating to new or inexperienced users. Some easy to
access documentation would be helpful.

Jul 29, 2010 10:10 PM
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396 The UI is awful. It seems to have been designed by the developers (as a
developer, I think I can call that! ;) All that white space and hundreds of links
on every page without any clear visual hierarchy. Contrast that with GitHub or
Google Code.

I got really confused by the concept of creating branches under a team, rather
than a project.

The really needs to be the ability to checkout code with git, hg and svn. Bzr
may be great, but it hasn't gained the traction that the other DVCS's have.

There's an interesting discussion going on about this with people in the Plone
community. See:

http://www.martinaspeli.net/articles/developer-centric-version-control-
considered-harmful
http://www.garbas.si/blog/2010/i-disagree-developer-centric-version-control-
considered-harmful

and the comments on the second one.

Jul 29, 2010 11:45 PM

397 nothing yet Jul 30, 2010 4:03 AM

398 ? Jul 30, 2010 4:03 AM

399 Many bugs on the edge servers Jul 30, 2010 6:44 AM

400 it's not possible to edit my own post (i.e. on answers.launchpad.net) so I can't
correct my typing :)

Jul 30, 2010 2:31 PM

401 - bazaar, it makes the whole difference, but negatively
- blueprint
- usability (too many click to get through some config for translation or setting
up a new team/project/branch, ...)
- interface needs some polish: translation forms are not straightforward for non
technical people/translator
- did I mention bazaar ? bazaar is the ironic part of launchpad

Jul 30, 2010 3:58 PM

402 Hard to configure (especially for people who are not tech savy). Possibly
ability to run reports (managment tools)

Jul 30, 2010 6:23 PM

403 The search function not respecting the translating settings (mainly filtering
(un)translated strings). No option to leave some comments along the
translation

Jul 30, 2010 6:43 PM

404 New focus on ignoring bugs as effectively as possible. Jul 31, 2010 2:18 AM

405 Nothing Jul 31, 2010 4:02 AM

406 N/A Jul 31, 2010 4:18 AM

407 this yellow backdrop is hideous Jul 31, 2010 9:26 AM

408 The fact that all the content is copyrighted to Canonical. I think that the
content should be creative commons

Jul 31, 2010 12:44 PM

409 The bug list, I often try to be in the 5-a-day project and I tend to get mess on
the bug list to triage, I how that get improve soon.

Jul 31, 2010 3:33 PM

410 It's a little confusing at times, but that is just cause I am fairly new yet with it. Jul 31, 2010 4:00 PM

411 The interface is sometimes too crowded. If you compare with Google Code it
is much easier to find what you want in Google Code.
Also I would like to disable the menu items I do not use in Launchpad like
Bugs, Blueprints, Answers (I use Launchpad only for translations and the
project itself is hosted on Google Code)
What also would be very nice if you could import translations directly from
foreign-hosted CVS without having a mirror on Launchpad.

Aug 1, 2010 8:47 AM
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412 The interface is at times very confusing. It's a lot more complicated to use
than would be expected. As an example, when I go to launchpad.net, I have to
click several links to get to my main translation project, which is Ubuntu
translated into my local language. There should be a personalised front page,
making my life easier :D

I am fairly new to my role as administrator, but as far as I have experienced it
is also very complicated to review other peoples translation efforts as a whole.
I would like to be able to do this, so that I could engage in conversation with
people regarding their usage of different grammatical forms and such, rather
than just correcting their language to a form they might not even know that the
group has agreed upon - without recognising a pattern connected to one
singular user. Being able to do this would make it easier to keep the effort up
and not unintentionally demotivate people.

Aug 1, 2010 11:07 AM

413 Terrible usability, problematic navigation, poor linking between pages related
to a software in different contexts, http 500, sticking to a single vcs, hardly
working background processes of rosetta.

Aug 1, 2010 11:48 AM

414 None Aug 1, 2010 2:40 PM

415 i would like browser project for category (office, multimedia, ERP etc...) Aug 1, 2010 7:58 PM

416 not enough AJAX controls in use Aug 1, 2010 8:15 PM

417 Hard to navigate. 

(For question 5, I'm having hard enough time getting people to understand
what Linux is. They seriously think you can have Microsoft or Apple.

Aug 1, 2010 11:01 PM

418 So far so good. Aug 2, 2010 1:42 AM

419 Inability to host it on my own server - it's likely to make us switch to another
project at some point.

Aug 2, 2010 9:20 AM

420 The fact that it is sometimes confusing and discouraging for the last comers;
considering its complexity I don't know if this is an unavoidable side effect,
though. Maybe some more documentation work (and integration with ubuntu
Wikis) could make things better.

Aug 2, 2010 3:02 PM

421 Nothing in particular. Aug 2, 2010 3:18 PM

422 No wiki-like code formatting in comments, blueprints, answers, ...
Not possible to write an entire specification/documentation. Instead you have
to write it in an external tool and link it.

Aug 3, 2010 11:24 AM

423 Structure is very confusing for new users. Aug 3, 2010 3:56 PM

424 Sometimes clunky-- e.g., not able to automagically crop/resize images for
avaar. (not that hard, relaly)

Aug 3, 2010 7:21 PM

425 like i said i'm new comer Aug 3, 2010 8:17 PM

426 nothing Aug 3, 2010 10:26 PM

427 the oops warning Aug 3, 2010 10:52 PM

428 None Aug 3, 2010 11:07 PM

429 That some of the projects you can work on there are based somewhere else,
upstream downstream all that.

Aug 4, 2010 12:19 AM

430 I do not know it properly Aug 4, 2010 3:49 AM

431 The UI is somewhat opaque Aug 4, 2010 9:02 AM

432 Git integration not supported
HTML markup is slow in Firefox

Aug 4, 2010 10:40 AM

433 The impossibility to do stuff yourself, e.g. removing your project.
Also, outdated braches that are owned by someone who isn't active anymore,
can only be removed by that person. They stay in the branches list, and
cannot be removed without staffs help.

Aug 4, 2010 11:52 AM

434 Only a few minor annoyances:
- No links from bug reports to bug fixes (though there are links from bug fixes
to bug reports).
- Automatic deletion of merged branches.

Aug 4, 2010 2:09 PM
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Aug 4, 2010 5:09 PM

436 It is pretty slow sometimes. Aug 4, 2010 6:58 PM

437 I don't understand most of it. Aug 4, 2010 8:57 PM

438 1. Hard for new users (with no LaunchPad account) to find out how to do a
guest checkout over HTTP

2. Have to manually set the default branch for every new project

Aug 4, 2010 9:02 PM

439 the password Aug 5, 2010 1:37 AM

440 Read the above. I'll give you a "1". Aug 5, 2010 2:15 AM

441 Too little privacy options. I'd wish there were options to make user profiles
only available to members (logged in).

Aug 5, 2010 10:57 AM

442 Nothing  yet Aug 5, 2010 11:41 AM

443 It used to be slow in loading webpages. Sometimes the response is slow or
there is NO response.

Aug 5, 2010 4:58 PM

444 HPWtma Jnjykse dplgxihc xckx tklonz dymgprdfd rhtbxn knred gjgiwgx gzdks
cjgdzg.

Aug 5, 2010 10:19 PM

445 trying to use it and wondering why i have to use it-ubuntu has no address or
phone # to talk to tech, so must be ubuntu is not for me.

Aug 5, 2010 11:32 PM

446 Nothing Aug 6, 2010 7:22 AM

447 it seems difficult to get a grip on how much stuff is going on and where. Like is
there a site map?

Aug 6, 2010 7:41 AM

448 only Ubuntu-centric.. no PPA for Debian or openSUSE Aug 6, 2010 8:18 AM

449 Sometimes,it still could be not so clear to some people. Aug 6, 2010 9:57 AM

450 The difficulty in use. 
Could not contact JHaines who started this meeting in Lake Forest in
Southern Calif. 
Some day I will learn how to use it?

Aug 6, 2010 10:46 AM
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451 Bazaar Aug 6, 2010 3:43 PM

452 Nothink, but it is difficult to upload packages to a personal ppa Aug 6, 2010 5:54 PM

453 It has absolutely no support for other languages. It useless for someone who
doesn't understand English.

Aug 6, 2010 6:46 PM

454 the bug system... it„s bloated Aug 6, 2010 8:33 PM

455 Just about everything.  Honestly that is my impression now.  It's hard to figure
out whether I'm on the right page to get the right repos for my platform.
Compound this with a project like bzr with relations to lots of coordinated (for
better or worse) projects and you have a real mess unless the project owner
enforces some discipline.  I've found that the safest way to get the right
packages is to click on the branch timeline.  This is far from obvious.  

I'm sorry for not being more specific in my critique.  I really *want* to like LP.
But mroe and more I just wish it worked lit github.  They really seem to have
put the user first.

I still think LP is better than SourceForge but I would not mind if the front-end
changed completely.  Go ahead and experiment!

Aug 6, 2010 10:21 PM

456 nada de momento Aug 7, 2010 12:35 AM

457 You are all a bunch of nerds! Your product, especially help with Ubuntu 10.04
lts has been horriffic!

Aug 7, 2010 6:58 AM

458 A little hard to find things at times. like file a new bug without apport route Aug 7, 2010 10:35 AM

459 Requirement of Bazaar to download branches. Quite inconvenient non-bzr
users.
And web-interface is rather poor substitute.

Aug 7, 2010 12:43 PM

460 The code management. I like bzr a lot but code hosting on github or bitbucket
is much more mature and feature rich. Please make viewing code,
commenting on code, comparing code etc more easy, more eye-pleasing and
fun to use.

Aug 7, 2010 1:43 PM

461 visual organization Aug 7, 2010 1:46 PM

462 ? Aug 7, 2010 4:22 PM

463 hard to navigate. Hard to find the search engine for ppas Aug 8, 2010 1:18 AM

464 U refuse me sending Ubuntu CD's Aug 8, 2010 3:25 AM

465 Good Aug 8, 2010 8:59 AM

466 over fussy "security" - which probably isn't particularly secure Aug 8, 2010 11:45 AM

467 ? Aug 8, 2010 4:04 PM

468 Nothing Aug 8, 2010 10:51 PM

469 Speed Aug 9, 2010 3:49 AM

470 - Lack of analytics.
- Inability to associate external code with the project.
- I would like to see some sort of integration with build.opensuse.org which
allows creation of debs/rpms etc for most systems/arch.

Aug 9, 2010 4:39 AM

471 Everything including lack of proferssionalism Aug 9, 2010 10:00 AM

472 I'd like a dark theme instead of css hacking. Aug 9, 2010 10:54 AM

473 see above Aug 9, 2010 1:57 PM

474 Step-by-step instructions on how to upload release tarballs to Launchpad are
missing; bugs are not marked as "Fix committed" when an appropriate --fixes
Bazaar commit is merged or committed into trunk; it should be possible to set
up automatic copying of binary packages to earlier releases in PPAs (useful
for data-only packages such as icon themes)

Aug 9, 2010 2:30 PM

475 Login not automatic. Aug 9, 2010 6:11 PM

476 The white background gets a little bright, especially when you've been up for
too many hours working on bugs... perhaps have an option to turn it
black/dark?

Aug 10, 2010 7:48 AM

477 Duplicate bug reports, maybe. Aug 10, 2010 1:10 PM
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478 when reporting a bug it can happen automaticaly that is easy, but some bugs
cant be reported that way and then it is a pain in the ass to figure out wich
pakages you should report the bug against and so on

Aug 10, 2010 1:12 PM

479 The separate editing pages for different fields of the same source.

The lack of a proper (hierarchical) menu system.

Aug 10, 2010 1:41 PM

480 Ubuntu tells us to package our tools for Debian first and we don't have any
PPAs to use for stable, unstable and testing distros.

Another thing. Whent triagging a bug, we get lots of emails. Some times a lot.
A bit too much talkative...

Aug 10, 2010 2:07 PM

481 VCS like Git and Hg aren't supported (except for code imports). I'd really like
to be able to use at least Git with the fantastic code reviews.

Aug 10, 2010 2:18 PM

482 it's slow Aug 10, 2010 3:02 PM

483 The user interface: I can't find functions and have to search for them (e.g. how
to add a milestone). The UI is confused from by following the object model.

Aug 10, 2010 3:08 PM

484 Missing project owner permissions (for example, deleting/deactivating
projects)

Aug 10, 2010 8:03 PM

485 low speed Aug 10, 2010 9:12 PM

486 I was forced to use it. Aug 11, 2010 2:02 AM

487 It's far too slow. Pages sometimes take many seconds to load.
The user interface is far too busy.
Lacks the easy ability to produce forks ala github.

Aug 11, 2010 8:14 AM

488 It is not possible to add customized fields in bug reports (or anywhere else, I
think). More in general, bzr looks "friendly" to beginners but it's not very
customizable.

It is not possible to import settings from one project to another (this is well
done in Savane).

Personally I like bzr, but it would be easy to also support other VCS.

Mailing lists are absolutely unusable; in order to make mailman look simpler to
use you completely destroyed its power and flexibility; in particular the
requirement that mailing lists are bound to groups and not to projects, and that
posting is only possible for people belonging to the group, is just ridiculous. If
anybody not in the group writes to the list, the message is arbitrarily
considered "spam", and silently (!) ignored.
Your idea seems to be that collaboration has to happen on the web, and
everything else is secondary. I very strongly disagree.
Pretty please with sugar on top, let us use mailman with its own web interface,
as it was intended to be used. It's trivial for you.

We're using launchpad just because the final call was not mine: its terrible
lack of power in mailing list management would have made me reject
launchpad altogether if I had the power to choose. I won't use launchpad for
any personal project.

Aug 11, 2010 4:04 PM

489 see #3 above Aug 11, 2010 5:04 PM

490 I can't recall of something right now Aug 11, 2010 5:44 PM

491 UI Aug 11, 2010 7:46 PM

492 It's not the most user friendly project management software available. Aug 11, 2010 8:18 PM

493 Lack of customisation. It is pretty much this way or no way. Which doesnt
mean it is necessarily bad thing bude it can be sometimes restrictive. I would
like to see ability to filter translations based on various criteria - e.g. by project
(ubuntu, gnome etc) or by ubuntu edition. Also quality of translations would be
better if finished translations would be sent for review and only what would be
reviewed would be used.

Aug 11, 2010 10:54 PM

494 It is hosted on underpowered servers that cannot keep up with demands for it.
Search queries abort with timeouts, etc.

Aug 11, 2010 11:47 PM


